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Abstract 

Currently, Arabic character recognition remains one of the most 
complicated challenges in image processing and character 
identification. Many algorithms exist in neural networks, and one of 
the most interesting algorithms is called generative adversarial 
networks (GANs), where 2 neural networks fight against one another. 
A generative adversarial network has been successfully implemented 
in unsupervised learning and it led to outstanding achievements. 
Furthermore, this discriminator is used as a classifier in most 
generative adversarial networks by employing the binary sigmoid 
cross-entropy loss function. This research proposes employing 
sigmoid cross-entropy to recognize Arabic handwritten characters 
using multi-class GANs training algorithms. The proposed approach 
is evaluated on a dataset of 16800 Arabic handwritten characters. 
When compared to other approaches, the experimental results 
indicate that the multi-class GANs approach performed well in terms 
of recognizing Arabic handwritten characters as it is 99.7% accurate. 

     Keywords: Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), Arabic Characters, 
Optical Character Recognition, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). 
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1      Introduction 

Despite the fact that Optical Character recognition has long been a research focus,    

automated handwritten characters identification remains a difficult and unsolved 

issue [1]. Resolving problems in this area is beneficial because it enables the 

transformation of old manuscripts into digital data, improves convenient storage, 

and helps find information inside scanned documents. 

From a computer's perspective, identifying handwritten manuscripts is considered 

a complicated issue since individuals has their own style of handwriting. 

Furthermore, even a single writer's handwriting may differ somewhat from time to 

time [2]. Since distortions and pattern variations are the most common fundamental 

challenges in handwriting recognition, feature extraction is critical. In this regard, 

identifying features manually may result in inadequate data that could lead to 

inaccurate detection . 

The implementation of deep learning in various computer tasks such as supervised 

learning tasks (segmentation, object detection, and image classification) offered a 

lot of labelled data to the learning process. This led to significant improvements and 

enhancements, and it has recently attracted considerable academic interest. 

Nevertheless, compared to unsupervised learning tasks, like generative models, 

supervised learning activities have a lower effect via deep learning. Many deep 

generative models have been proposed, including Deep Boltzmann Machines 

(DBM) [3], Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [2], and Variational 

Autoencoders (VAE) [4]. However, these models have difficulty approximating 

intractable functions or distributions. 

There are various architectures of deep learning including Deep Belief Network, 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Deep Neural Network (DNN), Convolution 

Neural Network (CNN), and Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). Using these 

architectures, deep learning has shown to be a great success in a variety of 

applications. This article entirely focuses on GAN, a deep neural network type that 

is commonly used to evaluate visual images. 

The generative models have had less effect before the advent of (GANs), which is 

a robust architecture that is capable of learning very complicated data distributions. 

According to the game theory, GANs contain two opposing neural networks: a 

generative model (generator) that generates handwritten digits and characters at 

random, and a discriminative model (discriminator) which determines whether the 

generated digits and Characters belong to the real dataset or not. The training of 

discriminator and generator at the same time is the basic idea of GANs [3]. 

The generator induces a new data instance or image while the discriminator 

evaluates the generated instances for identity or originality and decides about 

whether the generated image belongs to the training set or not. However, the 

generator attempts to construct another fake image or instance to convince the 

discriminator that the generated image belongs to the training set. GANs 

demonstrated and proved their effectiveness in image generation [4], image super-
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resolution [5], and semi-supervised learning [6]. Even though GANs have 

outstanding achievements in image processing and generation, it is, however, used 

in their basic and simple form without any enhancements. As a result,  utilizing the 

discriminator in GANs learning process generally causes instability [7]. 

The proposed approach consists of three phases. The first is pre-processing of the 

dataset which aims to remove noise and clean the data. This phase could affect the 

success of classifying the deep convolutional neural network which will reflect on 

the results of the OCR accuracy. The pre-processing phase includes two main steps: 

image resizing and grayscale images.  

The second phase is the Generative Adversarial neural networks phase. In this 

phase, we build and train the GAN networks model (the generator network and the 

discriminator network) to make it create new reasonable examples from the domain 

of the problem which is Arabic words and characters. This will make the generator 

capable of producing real-like images that are almost the same as what is seen in 

the real world. The new set of generated images will be used later in the deep 

conventional neural network phase. The third phase is the Deep Conventional 

neural network phase. This is the final phase of the proposed model, and in it, we 

build and train the deep conventional neural network on the new dataset of images 

that were newly generated by both the GAN model and the original dataset. The 

better the dataset in the training is, the more accurate the model will be. Moreover, 

achieving the most accurate results relies on the increasing amount of the dataset 

that is trained on Arabic words . 

To avoid over-fitting, we proposed to use Generative and Discriminative algorithms 

where the training dataset is inputted to the discriminator CNN. Hence, the 

generator CNN does not have any information about the training dataset, and it 

generates new data instances as a result. The generator is fed only from the 

discriminator CNN by the decisions about which of the reviewed instances of data 

belong to the actual training dataset and which do not. Eventually, this means that 

implementing GANs certainly helps to avoid over-fitting .Therefore, this paper's 

major contributions are summarized as follows: 

1. It proposes a novel model for Arabic handwritten character detection. 

2. The proposed approach combines two different types of deep neural 

networks: a generative adversarial network, which is called the GAN model, 

and a deep conventional neural network (DCNN). 

3. It evaluates the performance of the proposed model using the AHCD 

dataset. 
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2      Related Work 

The earliest text generation works relied on Recurrent Neural Networks [8], RNN-

like models. However, these works were biased [9] and demonstrated an ill-suited 

loss function for the sentence generator. 

Methods, other than the RNN, were successfully used in various tasks such as 

classification [10] however, they encountered difficulties from often large data sets 

in the training process and suffer from different algorithmic and structural 

limitations[11]. Among these methods are Generative Pre-trained Transformer [12] 

and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer [13]. As a result, 

generative adversarial networks are recommended as both a solution to the 

challenges and as being more appropriate to the scope of this work. 

The problem of Arabic character detection is still being extensively investigated 

using various techniques and approaches. To overcome this challenge, many 

approaches are presented. For instance, Deep learning classifiers are used to attain 

the best recognition accuracy in the Arabic language since deep learning produces 

reasonably accurate results in the English language. 

El-Sawy et al.[1] Performed training of a CNN and then applied it on a collection 

of 16,800 Arabic handwritten characters from the AHCD. The proposed model used 

dropout and normalization and two convolutional layers. According to the tested 

data, the suggested CNN obtained 94.9 % accuracy. 

Younis [14] established a CNN to recognize Arabic handwritten characters. Three 

convolutional layers were proposed, and then they were succeeded by a layer that 

is totally interconnected within the CNN. Using the AHCD and AIA9K datasets, 

the CNN obtained a result that is 97.6% accurate based on the AHCD dataset and 

94.8% on the AIA9K dataset according to experimental results. 

Al-Taani et al. [15] designed a ResNets architecture for Arabic handwritten 

character apprehension. The proposed approach consisted of three stages: pre-

processing phase, training the ResNets on the training set and testing the trained 

ResNets on the datasets. The results of this approach highlighted that it could 

achieve accurate rates at 99.8%, 99.05%, and 99.55% using the MADBase, AIA9K, 

and AHCD, respectively. 

AlJarrah et al. [16] presented a CNN model to detect letters and numerals of the 

written Arabic language. The model was trained using an AHCD dataset. Data 

augmentation approaches were used in this study to increase model performance 

and provide improved detection outcomes. The outcomes of the experiment 

revealed that the given approach could reach a 97.2%success rate. When data 

augmentation was included, the model gave improved results that were 97.7% 

accurate. 

To enhance Arabic digits detection, Das et al. [17] proposed a collection of 88 

characteristics of handwritten numerals' samples in Arabic. 3 layers (input, single 

hidden, and output) were used to create an MLP classifier. The back-propagation 
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approach was used to train the multi-layer perceptron, which was then utilized to 

arrange Arabic numerals from the CMATERDB 3.3.1 dataset in classes. The model 

attained an average accuracy of 94.93% on a database of 3000 samples according 

to testing results. 

Elleuch et al. [18] introduced a Deep Belief Neural Network (DBNN) for the 

identification of Arabic handwritten characters/words. The proposed model took 

the row data and proceeded step by step to the unsupervised learning algorithm. 

This model was tested over the HACDB data set results and achieved 97.9% 

accuracy. 

The study in [19] proposed a Fuzzy classifier with structural characteristics for 

Arabic handwritten words detection off-line systems based on segmentation 

processes. The model divided the characters into five categories before extracting 

the features utilizing the invariant pseudo-Zernike moments. According to the 

study's findings, the suggested model attained high accuracy at 93.8% for the 

IFN/ENIT database. 

Altwaijry and Al-Turaiki [20] used the Convolutional neural network to develop an 

identification model for Arabic handwritten characters. They created their own 

dataset, known as Hijja. To train the model, Hijja and AHCD were utilized, and the 

Adam optimizer was employed to train the model. The achieved rate of learning 

was 0.001. The results demonstrated that the model's performance was 97% and 

88% accurate according to the AHCD and Hijja datasets in the order given.  

In the research in [21], 3 tortuous layers, 2 max-pooling layers, and a layer that is 

completely interconnected have been proposed for the Arabic handwritten 

characters model. The suggested model's essential parts were training and 

recognition. The construction, design, and training of CNN networks with input 

image data were critical phases in the training phase.  The grayscale images of 

Arabic handwritten characters were cropped and stored.  The only pre-processing 

task used was to convert the image to binary and resize it to 28×28. The results 

revealed that the suggested model obtained good accuracy of 89.8%, 95.4%, and 

92.5% when employing the AHCR, AHCD, and Hijja datasets, respectively. 

Alyahya et al. [22] proposed adding a fully connected layer and a Dropout layer to 

the original ResNet-18 architecture to enhance its ability in recognizing Arabic 

handwritten characters. The suggested work consisted of four models; two of which 

utilized a layer that is totally interconnected and either used a dropout layer or did 

not follow each complicated layer. Also, the other two models used a layer that is 

totally interconnected and either used a dropout layer or not. They trained and 

evaluated the CNN-based ResNet18 model using the AHCD dataset; accuracy was 

98.3%. 

Najadat et al. [23] suggested a model containing 4 convolution layers,  4 Rectified 

Linear Units (ReLU), 2 max-pooling layers, and 3 fully connected layers. By using 

the AHCD Dataset, the CNN model achieved 97.2% accuracy. 
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To identify Arabic Handwritten characters and digits, De Sousa et al. in [24] 

introduced two DCNN models. The first one was the VGG-12 model which 

proposed adding a dropout layer before the softmax fully connected layer which 

served as a classifier. The second model REGU is built from the ground up by 

incorporating several layers of batch formalization and dropout at CNN layers and 

FCL. After applying the REGU model on the AHCD database, the results were 

99.47% accurate. 

Table 1: Summary of deep learning models recognizing handwritten characters 

 

Ref. Year Model Dataset Accuracy% 

[1] 2017 DCNN AHCD 94.9 

[14] 2017 DCNN AHCD 97.6 

[23] 2019 DCNN AHCD 97.2 

[15] 2021 ResNets AHCD 99.5 

[16] 2021 Deep CNN AHCD 97.7 

[17] 2010 MLP CMATERDB 94.93 

[19] 2016 
5 Fuzzy 

ARTMAP 
IFN/ENIT 93.8 

[18] 2015 DBNN HACDB 97.9 

[20] 2020 DCNN AHCD 97 

[21] 2020 CNN AHCD 95.4 

[24] 2018 DCNN AHCD 99.4 

[22] 2020 CNN AHCD 98.8 

As shown in Table 1, the proposed GAN-based on deep CNN model performed 

much better than other advanced systems and models when dealing with large 

datasets available for AHCR in Arabic language text recognition. The obtained 

results outperformed all the experiments performed in table 1. Because it began 

with good architecture, the recommended architecture achieved more accuracy. 

3      Methodology 

Using the most advanced approaches proposed for character recognition and 

applying them to Arabic character recognition may enhance the efficiency of 

current approaches. After a critical analysis of the literature in this study, it can be 

realized that the kind of classifier to be used in the detection process is very 

important and affects the efficiency of recognition. The primary goal of this work 

is to evaluate deep learning in terms of its capability to recognize Arabic characters 

utilizing the semi-supervised learning GANs. The basic architecture of GANs 

includes a generating network G (z; G) which uses noise as a source to generate 

data to mislead a discriminator network D(x) that attempts to identify the produced 

data. By optimizing the generator (G) and the discriminator (S) at the same time, a 

robust unsupervised originating model, which has the ability to create data that is 

comparable and closer to the original data images, is learned [25]. 
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The GANs discriminator network in this research is used for more than just 

determining if a sample is "produced or real." It is also vital for the discriminator 

network, like a multi-task inside the GANs framework, to be a classifier that 

separates characteristics from distinct languages [26]. To achieve this, samples 

from the generator G are added to the actual K classes data set and they were marked 

with a newly "generated" class y = K + 1 to expand the classifier to classes K + 1. 

The proposed model is broadly divided into three main phases: the pre-processing 

phase, the Generative Adversarial neural networks phase, and finally the Deep 

Conventional neural network phase. In addition, the overall design of the proposed 

model consists of three deep neural networks models; two of them represent the 

Generative Adversarial neural networks and the last one is the Deep Conventional 

neural network. 

3.1      Preprocessing phase 

The pre-processing of the dataset images could affect the success of classifying the 

deep convolutional neural network which will reflect on the accuracy of the results 

of the OCR. The pre-processing phase includes two main steps. The first one is 

image resizing Images are resized to32×32 pixels, so it will be possible to deal with 

the training dataset images that may vary in size (Height and Width in pixels) at the 

phases of building deep neural networks layers. As a result, it is necessary to 

standardize the height and width of these images.  

The second step is grayscale images. Images having multi-colored channels pose a 

challenge for the deep neural network because it faces three types of dissimilar data 

(R-G-B values of the Red-Green-Blue channels in this case). The deep neural 

network draws forth the characteristics of those colored images and puts them into 

their proper classes. This will make the process computationally intensive. The role 

of the deep conventional neural network is to reduce the images into a form that is 

easier to process without losing the critical features needed for making a good 

prediction. Therefore, images are converted into grayscale. 

3.2      GANs phase 

This phase is concerned with building and training the GAN networks model (the 

generator network and the discriminator network) to produce new reasonable 

examples from the problem domain, which are Arabic words and characters. The 

longer these two neural networks train together, the more sharply they enhance each 

other's abilities. This results in leading the generator to produce real-like images 

that are almost the same as what is seen in the real world. The new set of generated 

images will be used later in the deep conventional neural network phase. 
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3.2.1      Generator neural network 

A neural generator network is trained to maximize the discriminator which predicts 

that the generated images have a high probability of being real. In addition to that, 

the generator receives training to reduce the chance that the discriminator is 

accurate. The cross-entropy loss function is used for this purpose. Cross-entropy 

can be calculated, where the number of classes N equals 2 in binary classification, 

as: 

−(y log(p)+(1−y) log(1−p))                     (1) 

For multiclass classification cross-entropy can be calculated as: 

−∑c=1Nyo, clog (po, c)              (2)   

Where N is the number of classes, y is a binary indicator (0 or 1) if category c is the 

right classification for observation o, p is the indicated possibility, while 

observation o belongs to category c. 

Also, we used the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) as an optimization 

function for the generator model. As an optimizing algorithm, Adam was presented 

by [27] to replace the standard random descending procedure to update the weights 

of an iterative network according to the training data. As a result, Adam is the best 

among the adaptive optimizers in most cases. Moreover, the adaptive learning rate 

is Good with sparse data as it is perfect for this type of dataset, straightforward to 

implement, computationally efficient, and suits large problems as far as data and 

parameters are concerned. 

Finally, for the structure of the generator neural network model, the generator 

model consists of 10 layers in total. Figure 1 shows the proposed Generator CNN 

Model layers. 

3.2.2      Discriminator neural network  

To predict the chance of realness regarding an entered image, which can be 

demonstrated as a class label of class = x for real and class = 0 for fake, the 

discriminator neural network model was trained. The discriminator was directly 

implemented by building its model to predict the chances of 0 for fake images and 

x for real images and bringing down the loss of cross-entropy where x ∈ [1, 2, ..., 

n], n = number of real classes. Adam optimization function was used in the 

discriminator model during the optimization process. The stricter discriminator 

neural network model consists of 9 layers in total. Figure 2 shows the proposed 

discriminator CNN Model layers. 
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Fig. 1: Proposed generator CNN model layers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Discriminator CNN model layer. 

3.3      Deep CNN phase 

The final phase of the proposed model is to build and train the deep conventional 

neural network on the new dataset of images, the GAN model's newly generated set 

of images, and the original dataset. The level of accuracy that the model can achieve 

depends on how proper and accurate the dataset is in the training results. Moreover, 

the results will be more accurate if the size of the dataset to be trained on for Arabic 

words is the largest possible size . 

In the case of the proposed approach, Adam optimizer was used for the optimization 

process in the deep conventional neural network model, while the sparse categorical 
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cross-entropy function was used for the loss function. In addition to that, it is 

recommended to use sparse categorical cross-entropy when each sample belongs 

precisely to one class for multiclass classification. Figure 3 shows the overall deep 

conventional neural network design representing a general framework. 

 

Fig. 3: Deep CNN model 

To avoid overfitting, we proposed to use Generative and Discriminative algorithms 

where the training dataset is inputted to the discriminator CNN. Therefore, the 

generator CNN does not have any information about the training dataset, hence it 

creates instances of new data. The generator is fed only from the discriminator CNN 

by the decisions about which of the reviewed instances of data belong to the actual 

training dataset and which do not. Figure 4 shows the proposed model for avoiding 

overfitting in GAN. 
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Fig. 4: Proposed model for avoiding overfitting in GAN 

4      The Proposed OCR Model  

The proposed model architecture consists of three deep neural networks: the GAN 

neural networks (generator network and the discriminator network) and the 

traditional deep conventional neural network which is used to train the OCR model. 

In this work, we used the N+1 class strategy to achieve the proposed goals. This 

strategy works well for semi-supervised learning when combined with feature 

matching GANs. The generator creates new images while the discriminator 

evaluates the generated images for identity or originality. Then, the discriminator 

decides about whether the generated image belongs to the training set or not. 

However, the generator tries to generate another fake image or instance to make the 

discriminator decide that the generated image belongs to the training set. In other 

words, the generator and the discriminator models compete against each other 

during the training process.  

The generator is trying hard to trick the discriminator while the discriminator is 

trying hard not to be tricked. This game between the two models motivates both to 

improve their functionalities as it hones their skills within the lengthy time they 

spend playing. The discriminator becomes very good at detecting fake images while 

the generator learns to produce real-like images that are almost the same as what is 

seen in the real world. We can then ask the GAN for newly created examples from 

each class (Arabic characters and words).  
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This will create new instances that presumptively originate from both the existing 

distribution of samples and the newly generated similar images but are specifically 

different from the dataset of the existing images. Figure 5 shows the overall research 

design which represents the general overview of the proposed framework. 

 

Fig. 5: The proposed OCR model 

5      Dataset and Implementation Environment  

The proposed model is evaluated with and without the generative adversarial 

network phase on Arabic Handwritten Characters Dataset (AHCD). This dataset 

contained 16,800 characters that 60 participants wrote. 90 % of these participants 

were right-handed and their ages ranged from 19 to 40 years [28] Experiments were 

carried out using a PC equipped with a Core I5 processor CPU, and 8 GB of RAM, 

as well as a Windows 10 professional 64 bit, and Python programming environment 

using the Tensorflow 2.0 and Keras . 
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6      Experiments Results  

The proposed approach was designed from two types of deep neural networks: the 

first type was generative adversarial networks while the second type was deep 

conventional neural networks. The proposed approach combined both types of 

neural networks in a way that generated a new set of images for multiple classes. 

This new set of images was combined with the original dataset to generate a bigger 

dataset that enhanced the training accuracy of the proposed OCR model. The 

experimental results showed that combining the newly generated set of images of 

Arabic words with the original existing images contributed to making the system 

produce more accurate results. Also, the increasing dataset size that the system 

trained on gave more accuracy in the results.  

As for image size, the whole training sample images were resized to 32×32 pixels 

and we repeated the training of the Generator, Discriminator, and the Deep 

Convolution Neural Networks for 100 and 40 epochs respectively employing a 

mini-batch size 40 every time. We chose various numbers of epochs at each run 

incrementally at 10, 20, etc. to attain the highest possible level of accuracy that the 

proposed approach can offer. We found that, after all those runs were applied, at 

epoch 40, the best accuracy of the proposed approach topology can be obtained. 

In the pre-processing phase, converting the dataset to greyscale images contributed 

to achieving better testing and validation accuracy in a shorter training time. The 

complexity caused by dealing with three channeled values was reduced by dealing 

with one value only, and that conversion process made images easier to process. 

That was applied to both the GAN model and the CNN model without losing the 

high accuracy of prediction. 

Also, using the Sparse Categorical Cross entropy loss function in the experiments 

in the three neural networks in the proposed approach solved the problem of 

needing a long time for conversion. This means that the system will take a longer 

time to reach the solution which will result in saving memory, time, and 

computation because it does not use a whole vector, it rather utilizes for a class 

index only a single integer.  

The experiments showed that using activation functions: Leaky ReLU and ReLU 

did a good job by speeding up the training process. Therefore, the proposed model 

was faster to learn and converge by a smaller number of epochs. The Leaky ReLU 

showed more stability than the standard ReLU because it takes zero value when the 

input values are negative in the training process. 

Implementing an additional dropout layer such as Dens, Conv2d, and 

ConvTranspose layer to prevent overfitting in all the deep neural networks in the 

proposed model tended to make the model perform worse than it was before adding 

the dropout layers. The accuracy of the model dropped because of using batch 

normalization layers between every convolution and activation layer. This is since 

batch normalization has largely replaced the dropout in modern convolutional 
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architectures because of its regularizing effect. It seems that the dropout layers work 

better on fully connected layers . 

As for activation functions, using Softmax at the last output layer rather than using 

sigmoid was more suitable for multi-class classification. Sigmoid activation 

function was not suitable for non-binary classifications since it is equivalent to a 2-

element Softmax, where the second element is assumed to be 0. Therefore, sigmoid 

is mostly used for binary classification. 

Finally, implementing sparse categorical cross-entropy loss function for the deep 

conventional neural network increased the accuracy of the results. This was 

achieved by overusing the categorical cross-entropy loss function because it is more 

suitable to the case in which each sample belongs exactly to one class for multiclass 

classification. 

The written code that implemented the proposed model was executed 15 times. The 

execution accuracy results are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Experiments results 
 

Exp. Accuracy Exp. Accuracy Exp. Accuracy 

1 0.97976 6 0.98036 11 0.98993 

2 0.9863 7 0.98274 12 0.99056 

3 0.98333 8 0.98363 13 0.99468 

4 0.98603 9 0.98453 14 0.99618 

5 0.98005 10 0.98929 15 0.99786 
 

Table 2 clearly shows that the accuracy results for the first five experiments are 

unsystematic and random. However, after training the model, the results show 

increasing accuracy after experiment 5, and the highest accurate value is achieved 

in experiment 15 with an accuracy of 0.99786. 

Two experiments are conducted to measure the accuracy of the proposed approach 

the AHCD dataset, using GANs and without using GANs. Figure 6 shows the 

results for the two experiments. It can be noticed that the proposed approach 

achieved best results when GANs is used; it achieved an accuracy of 99.78%, 

whereas when the GANs is not used the model achieved an accuracy of 96.28%. 
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Fig. 6: AHCD testing accuracy for the proposed model with and without GAN  

6      Conclusion and Future Work 

The study has focused on the improvement of the state-of-art Arabic text 

recognition by developing a model that optimizes the generative adversarial 

networks to generate new training images and increase the training dataset. Using 

this model leads to achieving higher recognition rates. In addition, the GAN-based 

DCCN model proposed a way to improve a deep neural network model through a 

new data augmentation technique. This technique adds more images and data to a 

training set without collecting additional training images. This is a very effective 

strategy, and it almost always improves the accuracy of recognition. Meanwhile, a 

technique to handle the overfitting problem is introduced by having more data to 

train with by using the GAN as Data Augmentation technique. Training with more 

data can help models avoid overfitting problems. The proposed model using 

generative adversarial phase achieved competitive accuracy scores where the 

approach got an average overall test set accuracy of 99.7%. 

In future work, the research needs to focus the efforts on adding more enhancements 

to the accuracy results of text detection. This could be achieved by maximizing the 

quality of the newly generated images from the generative adversarial networks 

phase and minimizing the recognition error in the deep conventional neural network 

phase. In other words, future work needs to focus more on improving the ability of 

the proposed model regarding text identification. 

As a future work for the proposed GAN, based deep conventional neural network 

model can consider the following: 

• The use of more common pre-processing techniques on the dataset images 

and studies how this affects the success classification and recognition of the 
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deep convolutional neural network and how it will reflect on the results of 

the OCR accuracy. 

• Doing Feature Engineering to extract more information from existing data. 

As in the hypothesis “Good hypothesis results in good features”, new 

information is extracted in means of new features. These features may have 

a higher ability to resolve the variance in the training dataset, thus, resulting 

in improved model accuracy. 

• Uutilizing more data because deep learning algorithms often perform better 

with more data as mentioned and discussed in the last section. If one cannot 

reasonably get more data, it is possible to invent more data and create new 

modified versions of the existing images by using the proposed generative 

adversarial networks . 

• Trying to employ padding, cropping, and scaling techniques of data 

augmentation in addition to the rotation on the images in the training dataset 

to increase the training dataset size furthermore. 

• Trying various optimizers in the proposed approach to finding the best 

optimizer during the compilation of the proposed approach. We want to use 

different optimizers and study the effects of each one on the obtained 

detection results. There is a need to tune the proposed approach with various 

optimizers because this can affect the performance of the suggested model. 

• Studying the effects of using deferments loss function in the proposed model 

in both the generative adversarial networks and the deep conventional 

neural network. 

• Using more hidden layers in the proposed approach might slightly improve 

the accuracy since it depends on the complexity of the problem that needs 

to be solved. Adding more layers will increase the number of weights in the 

deep neural networks, and that will increase the complexity of the model. 

The accuracy of the test data could be reduced if there is not a large training 

set. This is since an increasingly large network is likely to overfit. 
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